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WALL-CROSSING FORMULAS FOR FRAMED OBJECTS
SERGEY MOZGOVOY
Abstract. We prove wall-crossing formulas for the motivic invariants of the
moduli spaces of framed objects in the ind-constructible abelian categories.
Developed techniques are applied in the case of the motivic Donaldson-Thomas
invariants of quivers with potentials. Another application is a new proof of the
formula for the motivic invariants of smooth models of quiver moduli spaces.
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1. Introduction
The goal of this paper is to prove general wall-crossing formulas for the motivic
invariants of the moduli spaces of framed objects in the ind-constructible abelian
categories. Some of the formulas of this type were previously discovered by various
authors in various contexts [6, 11, 28, 35]. Every time the tools to prove these results
were developed from scratch. In this paper we will develop a general framework for
the wall-crossing formulas for framed objects in the abelian categories. Instead of
giving the definition of an abelian category with framing right now, let me give a
couple of examples.
Let X be an algebraic variety and let A be an abelian category consisting of
morphisms f : V ⊗ OX → F , where V is a vector space and F is a coherent
sheaf over X (sometimes one considers a fixed coherent sheaf instead of OX [17]).
Morphisms between the objects f : V ⊗OX → F and g : W ⊗ OX → G in A are
1
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pairs of morphisms (V → W,F → G) such that the corresponding square diagram
commutes. We define the framing rank v : K0(A)→ Z by v(f) = dimV . Note that
the category A0 ⊂ A of unframed objects, consisting of objects f ∈ A such that
v(f) = 0, is just the category of coherent sheaves over X . Framed sheaves were
studied for example in [17, 29, 34]. If X is a smooth 3-Calabi-Yau manifold with
H1(X,OX) = 0, let A be the category consisting of morphisms V ⊗ OX → F as
above, with F ∈ Coh≤1(X) (i.e. having support of dimension ≤ 1). Category A is
a full abelian subcategory of an abelian subcategory
AX = 〈OX ,Coh≤1(X)[−1]〉ex
of Db(Coh(X)) studied by Toda [35]. We can define the framing rank also on
K0(AX) by F 7→ rkF . The subcategories of A and AX consisting of objects having
framing rank 0 are both equivalent to Coh≤1(X). For more details see Example
3.14.
Let (Q,W ) be a quiver with potential and let JQ,W = CQ/(∂W ) be the cor-
responding Jacobian algebra. Given w ∈ NQ0 , we construct a new quiver Q′ by
adding a new vertex ∗ to Q0 and adding wi arrows from ∗ to i for every i ∈ Q0. Let
JQ′,W = CQ′/(∂W ) be the Jacobian algebra of Q′ with respect to the potentialW .
Let A = mod JQ′,W be the category of finite-dimensional representations of JQ′,W ′ .
We define the framing rank v : K0(A) → Z by v(M) = dimM∗, where M∗ is a
vector space concentrated at vertex ∗ ∈ Q′0. Note that the category A
0 ⊂ A con-
sisting of objects M with v(M) = 0 is just the category of representations of JQ,W .
Framed representations for quivers with trivial potentials were studied in [11, 31].
Framed representations for quivers with potentials arising from brane tilings were
studied in [2, 26, 28, 33] and many other works.
Assume now that we have an abelian category A with a framing rank v :
K0(A) → Z and a stability function Z : K0(A) → C. Under some conditions
the functions Zc = Z − cv : K0(A) → C, c ∈ R, are again stability functions. We
will study how the property of Zc-stability for objects E ∈ A with framing rank
v(E) = 1 changes when we slightly shift c. The most strong results in this direction
were proved by Diaconescu [9] in the case of ADHM sheaves (they form a framed
abelian category). Related results were proved in [28] in the case of the quiver
with potential arising from the conifold. Our results relate Zc-semistable objects
(having framing rank one) with Zc±ε-stable objects (also having framing rank one)
for 0 < ε ≪ 1. This relation can be translated into the wall-crossing formula (see
Theorem 4.5) in the Hall algebra of A. It envolves the generating functions for Zc-
and Zc±ε-semistable objects with framing rank one and the generating function for
Z-semistable unframed objects.
The wall-crossing formula in the Hall algebra can be translated into the wall-
crossing formula in the quantum torus (determined by a skew-symmetric form on
K0(A)) after applying the integration map. There is a very powerful construc-
tion of the integration map due to Kontsevich and Soibelman [20] for an arbitrary
ind-constructible 3-Calabi-Yau category with some additional data. In this paper,
however, we will consider two simpler constructions of the integration maps. The
first one is the integration map of Reineke [30, 32] for quivers with trivial potentials
(its motivic version was constructed by Joyce [18]). The second one is the integra-
tion map for quivers with potentials constructed in [25]. Accordingly, we will give
two applications of the developed techniques. Using the first integration map we
will give a new proof of the formula for the invariants of smooth models of quiver
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moduli spaces [11]. Using the second integration map we will derive some interest-
ing information on the non-commutative Donaldson-Thomas invariants and some
relations between the motivic DT invariants for framed representations and the
motivic DT invariants for unframed representations. We will especially emphasize
the role of universal DT invariants for the computation of all other DT invariants
(framed and unframed) for arbitrary stability parameters.
Especially simple wall-crossing formulas are obtained in the symmetric case (this
means that the restriction of the skew-symmetric form to the unframed part is zero).
In the case of a quiver with potential (Q,W ) this is equivalent to the condition that
the quiver Q is symmetric (i.e. the number of arrows from i to j equals the number
of arrows from j to i for any i, j ∈ Q0). Note that we do not require the extended
quiver Q′ to be symmetric. The other important symmetric case is provided by the
category AX for a 3-Calabi-Yau manifold X described earlier. The reason is that
the Euler characteristic χ(F,G) = 0 for any F,G ∈ Coh≤1(X).
If a quiver with potential (Q,W ) arises from a consistent brane tiling then Q is
rarely symmetric (we say then that the brane tiling is symmetric). The only known
examples arise from those brane tilings that have the toric diagram without interior
lattice points (by [1] these toric diagrams are trapezoids with height one and the
toric diagram corresponding to C3/(Z2 × Z2)). It is natural to conjecture that
these are the only symmetric brane tilings. The author was informed by Alastair
King that a more strong assertion is true. Namely, for any consistent brane tiling
the rank of the skew-symmetric form of the corresponding quiver equals to the
number of interior lattice points of the corresponding toric diagram. Interestingly
enough, only for symmetric brane tilings there are known explicit formulas for the
classical Donaldson-Thomas invariants (also called generalized Donaldson-Thomas
invariants [19]), see e.g. [13, 27, 28, 33, 36, 37]. The author expects that the motivic
Donaldson-Thomas invariants can also be computed in all these cases.
I would like to thank Tamas Hausel, Kentaro Nagao, and Bala´zs Szendro˝i for
many useful discussions. The authors research was supported by the EPSRC grant
EP/G027110/1.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Ring of motives. Let M = K0(CMC) be the Grothendieck ring of the cate-
gory of effective Chow motives over C with rational coefficients. It is known that
M is a (special) λ-ring [12, 16].
Remark 2.1. The reason why we work with K0(CMC) instead of a more usual
ring K0(VarC) of algebraic varieties is that K0(CMC) is a (special) λ-ring, while
K0(VarC) is, as far as the author knows, only a pre-λ-ring. There is a natural ring
homomorphism h : K0(VarC) → K0(CMC) that respects the pre-λ-ring structures.
In particular h([SnX ]) = σnh([X ]) for any smooth projective variety X, where σn
are the σ-operations on the λ-ring K0(CMC), see [8, 14, 15, 16].
Let L = [A1] ∈ M be the Lefschetz motive. Let M̂ be the dimensional com-
pletion of ML = M[L−1] defined as follows (cf. [3]). Consider a decreasing group
filtration FnML ⊂ML, n ≥ 0, where F
nML is generated by the elements
[X ]L−k, dimX − k ≤ −n.
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Every FnML is an ideal in the ring F
0ML and we can construct the corresponding
ring completion F̂ 0ML. We define then
M̂ = F̂ 0ML ⊗F 0ML ML.
Finally, we define V = M̂[L
1
2 ]. This ring still has a structure of a λ-ring, where we
extend the Adams operations by
ψn(L
1
2 ) = L
n
2 .
Note that the elements 1− Ln as well as [GLn] are invertible in V .
2.2. Quantum torus. Let Γ be a free finitely generated abelian group endowed
with a skew symmetric bilinear form 〈−,−〉. Let R be a commutative ring and let
q
1
2 ∈ R be some invertible element.
Definition 2.2. Define the quantum torus TΓ = TΓ,R to be the algebra isomorphic
as a vector space to the group algebra R[Γ] (we denote its basis elements by xα, α ∈
Γ) and endowed with multiplication
xα ◦ xβ = (−q
1
2 )〈α,β〉xα+β α, β ∈ Γ.
Remark 2.3. If R = V is the ring of motives, then we choose q
1
2 = L
1
2 . The
corresponding quantum torus is called the motivic quantum torus.
Let Γ+ ⊂ Γ be a pointed semigroup, i.e.
Γ+ ∩ (−Γ+) = {0}.
We define a partial order on Γ by declaring α ≤ β if β − α ∈ Γ+. We will always
assume that for any α ∈ Γ+ the number of elements 0 < β < α is finite. If Γ+ is
finitely generated then our assumption is satisfied and this will be the case in all
our examples.
Remark 2.4. The semigroup Γ+ ⊂ Z
2 given by
Γ+ = (Z>0 × Z) ∪ ({0} × Z≥0)
is pointed but it does not satisfy our last assumption. Indeed, we have 0 < (1, n) <
(2, 0) for any n ∈ Z. This semigroup is not finitely generated.
Remark 2.5. Another family of semigroups satisfying our assumption comes from
[20, Section 2.2]. Let Q be a quadratic form on Γ and let Z : Γ → C be a group
homomorphism such that Q|kerZ < 0. Let V ⊂ C be a strict sector (that is a convex
cone such that its closure is pointed, that is V ∩(−V ) = {0}). Define the semigroup
Γ+ ⊂ Γ to be generated by the elements
(1) {α ∈ Γ | Z(α) ∈ V,Q(α) ≥ 0}.
Then for any α ∈ Γ+ the number of elements 0 < β < α is finite. For simplicity,
let us assume that Q has signature (2, n − 2). Then we can write Q in the form
Q(α) = −‖α‖+C|Z(α)|, for some norm ‖−‖ on Γ and some C > 0. Assume that
there exists α ∈ Γ+ with an infinite number of elements 0 < β < α. The semigroup
S = Z(Γ)∩V is finitely generated, therefore there exists a finite number of element
z ∈ S such that Z(α)− z ∈ S. This implies that there exists an infinite number of
elements 0 < β < α with the same value Z(β) = z. We can assume that these β are
elements of the generating set (1). Therefore they satisfy ‖β‖ ≤ C|Z(β)| = C|z|.
But there exists only a finite number of element in Γ inside a fixed sphere.
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It follows from the example in Remark 2.4 that the sector
V = (R>0 × R) ∪ ({0} × R≥0)
will not work also it does not contain a straight line (but its closure does).
Definition 2.6. Consider the subalgebra TΓ+ := ⊕α∈Γ+Rx
α ⊂ TΓ. We define its
completion to be the algebra T̂Γ+ :=
∏
α∈Γ+
Rxα with the same product rule as
above. It follows from our assumption that multiplication is well defined. Define
the complete quantum torus to be the algebra
T̂Γ+,Γ := T̂Γ+ ⊗TΓ+ TΓ.
We call it the completion of TΓ with respect to Γ+.
If R is a λ-ring, then we endow also TΓ (and T̂Γ+ , T̂Γ+,Γ) with a structure of a
λ-ring by the rule
ψn(ax
α) = ψn(a)x
nα, a ∈ R,α ∈ Γ.
Using this λ-ring structure we can endow the complete algebra T̂Γ+ with a plethystic
exponential [12, 24]
Exp(f) =
∑
n≥0
σn(f) = exp
∑
n≥1
1
n
ψn(f)
 .
2.3. Stability functions. For a comprehensive introduction to stability functions
see [4]. Let A be an abelian category and let K0(A) be its Grothendieck group.
We fix once and for all a group homomorphism
cl : K0(A)→ Γ,
where Γ is a free finitely generated abelian group, endowed with a skew-symmetric
bilinear form 〈−,−〉.
Remark 2.7. Usually one requires that for any E,F ∈ A the number 〈clE, clF 〉
is somehow related to the dimensions of the Ext-groups Exti(E,F ), Exti(F,E) for
i ≥ 0. But we will not require this condition.
Definition 2.8. A stability function (or a central charge) on a category A is a
group homomorphism Z : Γ → C such that, for every nonzero E ∈ A (we write
Z(E) for Z(clE)),
Z(E) ∈ H = {reipiϕ | r > 0, ϕ ∈ (0, 1]} ⊂ C.
For any nonzero E ∈ A there exist uniquely determined real numbers m(E) > 0,
ϕ(E) ∈ (0, 1] (ϕ(E) is called the phase of E) such that
Z(E) = m(E)eipiϕ(E).
Definition 2.9. An object E ⊂ A is called Z-semistable (resp. Z-stable) if for any
0 6= F ( E we have ϕ(F ) ≤ ϕ(E) (resp. ϕ(F ) < ϕ(E)).
Definition 2.10. A stability function Z is said to have the Harder-Narasimhan
property if for any object E there is a finite chain of subobjects, called a HN
filtration
0 = E0 ⊂ . . . ⊂ En = E
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such that Ei/Ei−1, i = 1 . . . n, are semistable and
ϕ(E1/E0) > · · · > ϕ(En/En−1).
One can show that HN filtrations are unique.
Remark 2.11. There exist group homomorphisms r, d : Γ→ R such that
Z = −d+ ir.
One can show that for any object 0 6= E ∈ A, r(E) ≥ 0 and if r(E) = 0 then
d(E) > 0. Conversely, given such group homomorphisms r, d : Γ→ R, the function
Z : Γ → C defined by Z = −d + ir is a stability function. We define the slope
function
µ(E) = µZ(E) =
d(E)
r(E)
= − cot(piϕ(E)) ∈ (−∞,∞].
Then one can easily see that µ(E) ≤ µ(F ) if and only if ϕ(E) ≤ ϕ(F ) for E,F ∈ A.
Therefore we can use the slope function and the phase function in the definition of
stable and semistable objects interchangeably.
Let Γ+ ⊂ Γ be a semigroup generated by the elements clE, where E ∈ A. It
follows from the existence of a stability function on Γ that Γ+ is pointed i.e.
Γ+ ∩ (−Γ+) = {0}.
Therefore we can define a partial order on Γ as in Section 2.2. If otherwise not
stated, we will assume that for any α ∈ Γ+ the number of elements 0 < β < α is
finite.
Definition 2.12. Given α ∈ Γ+, we say that the stability function Z is α-generic
if for any 0 < β < α the rays R>0Z(β) and R>0Z(α) are not equal (equivalently,
ϕ(β) 6= ϕ(α)).
If E ∈ A is Z-semistable and Z is clE-generic then E is automatically stable.
2.4. Motivic Hall algebra. Let A be an abelian ind-constructible category over
C [20, Definition 8]. In particular, the set of objects ObA is an ind-constructible
set over C (we can always assume that it is a countable disjoint union ⊔i∈IYi of
varieties over C, in particular it is a scheme locally of finite type over C) and
the groupoid of isomorphisms M = IsoA is an ind-constructible stack with affine
stabilizers (we can always assume that it is a countable disjoint union of global
quotients ⊔i∈I [Yi/GLni ], in particular it is an algebraic stack locally of finite type
over C with affine stabilizers).
The importance of stacks of finite type over C with affine stabilizers is justified
by the fact that one can define their motives [3, 5]. For an algebraic stack S locally
of finite type over C with affine stabilizers one defines the group Motst(S) (see [20,
Section 4.2] or [5, Section 3.4], where it is denoted by K(St /S) or [18], where it
is denoted by SF(S)) to be the group generated by the isomorphism classes of 1-
morphisms of stacksX → S, whereX is an algebraic stack of finite type type over C
(not just locally of finite type) with affine stabilizers, modulo standard relations, loc.
cit. In the same way one can define the group Motst(S) if S is an ind-constructible
stack with affine stabilizers. One defines the Hall algebra H(A) to be Motst(M)
endowed with multiplication that mimics the usual Ringel multiplication, loc. cit.
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Under the assumptions of the previous section we can write M = ⊔α∈Γ+Mα,
whereMα consists of objects having class α. The algebra H(A) is Γ+-graded. We
define the complete Hall algebra Ĥ = Ĥ(A) to be
Ĥ(A) =
∏
α∈Γ+
H(A)α.
The following result is a version of [32, Lemma 3.3] (see also [18, Theorem 6.4]).
Proposition 2.13. Let A be an ind-constructible abelian category of homological
dimension 1. Assume that there exists a bilinear form χ on Γ such that for any
M,N ∈ ObA we have
χ(clM, clN) = dimHom(M,N)− dimExt1(M,N)
and 〈α, β〉 = χ(α, β)− χ(β, α) for α, β ∈ Γ. Then the map
I : Ĥ → T̂Γ+ , [X →Mα] 7→ (−L
1
2 )χ(α,α)[X ]xα
is an algebra homomorphism, where [X → Mα] is an element in Motst(Mα) and
[X ] ∈ V is the motive of the stack X having affine stabilizers [3, 5]. We call the
map I the integration map.
Remark 2.14. There are some differences of the stated result from the result proved
in [32]. First of all the Hall algebra used here (after [5, 18, 20]) is opposite to the
usual Ringel-Hall algebra used in [32]. Next, our multiplication in the quantum torus
is slightly different from the multiplication in the quantum torus used in [32], but
these two algebras are canonically isomorphic and our integration map incorporates
the isomorphism. And finally, [32, Lemma 3.3] is proved for the Hall algebra of the
category of quiver representations over a finite field Fq, with an integration map
given by (if we use our conventions on the multiplication in the Hall algebra and
the quantum torus)
[M ] 7→
(−q
1
2 )χ(α,α)
#AutM
xα, α = dimM
for any quiver representation M .
3. Stability for framed objects
Definition 3.1. A group homomorphism v : Γ → Z is called a framing rank if
for any E ∈ A we have v(E) ≥ 0. Stability Z = −d + ir is called v-compatible if
whenever r(E) = 0, we have also v(E) = 0.
Let v be a framing rank and let Z = −d+ir be a v-compatible stability function.
For any c ∈ R, we define a new stability function Zc = Z − cv. The corresponding
slope function is given by
µc(E) = µZc(E) =
d(E) + cv(E)
r(E)
.
We assume that for any c ∈ R the stability function Zc has the HN property.
Definition 3.2. We say that an object is c-semistable (resp. c-stable) if it is
semistable (resp. stable) with respect to Zc. We say that c ∈ R is α-generic if
Zc is α-generic (see Definition 2.12).
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Our goal is to study c-semistable objects with v = 1 and to study their behavior
when we slightly shift c. Many results of this section can be found in [9] in a slightly
different form.
Remark 3.3. Our condition on Z-compatibility of the framing rank v means that
r(E) incorporates both the rank of the unframed object and the framing rank. This
is slightly different from the approach of [9], where the deformed slope function did
not actually came from the stability function and one had to consider the objects
with Z(E) = 0 and v(E) > 0 separately from the other cases.
Lemma 3.4. Let 0 < β < α and v(α) = 1. Then there exists at most one c ∈ R
such that µc(β) = µc(α).
Proof. Let Z(α) = −d + ir, Z(β) = −d′ + ir′, v(α) = v, v(β) = v′. Assume that
there exist c ≥ 0, s ≥ 0 such that
d′ + cv′ = s(d+ cv), r′ = sr.
Then s = r′/r ≤ 1 is uniquely determined and we have
c(v′ − vr′/r) = d′ − dr′/r.
If v′ − vr′/r 6= 0 then c is uniquely determined. Assume that v′r = vr′. Then
also d′r = dr′. If v′ = 1 then r′ = r and therefore d′ = d. This contradicts our
assumption β < α. If v′ = 0 then also r′ = 0 and therefore d′ = 0. This contradicts
our assumption β > 0. 
Corollary 3.5. Let α ∈ Γ+ be such that v(α) = 1. Then there exist only a finite
number of c ∈ R which are not α-generic.
Proof. We apply the previous lemma together with an assumption that there exists
just a finite number of elements 0 < β < α. 
Definition 3.6. Let E ∈ A be an object with v(E) = 1 and let c ∈ R. We say
that E is c+-stable (or Zc+-stable) if it is stable with respect to c
+ = c + ε for
0 < ε ≪ 1. In the same way we define c−-stable (or Zc−-stable) objects. We say
that E is +∞-stable (or Z+∞-stable) if E is stable with respect to c ≫ 0. In the
same way we define −∞-stable (or Z−∞-stable) objects.
Remark 3.7. If α ∈ Γ+ is such that v(α) = 1, then c
+ and c− are automatically
α-generic. Therefore the notions of c±-stability and c±-semistability coincide for
the objects having class α.
Lemma 3.8. Let E ∈ A be an object with v(E) = 1.
(1) If E is c-stable then it is c±-stable.
(2) If E is c+-stable or c−-stable then it is c-semistable.
(3) If E is c+-stable and c−-stable then it is c-stable.
Proof. 1. Assume that E is c-stable and let F ⊂ E be its c−-destabilizing subobject.
Then
µc(F ) ≥ µc−(F ) ≥ µc−(E).
Taking the limit we get µc(F ) ≥ µc(E) that contradicts to the c-stability of E. If
F ⊂ E is c+-destabilizing subobject then
µc(E/F ) ≤ µc+(E/F ) ≤ µc+(E).
Taking the limit we get µc(E/F ) ≤ µc(E) that contradicts to the c-stability of E.
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2. We just have to take the limit.
3. Assume there exists a c-destabilizing subobject F ⊂ E. If v(F ) = 0 then
µc−(F ) = µc(F ) ≥ µc(E) > µc−(E)
contradicting to c−-stability of E. If v(1) = 0 then v(E/F ) = 0 and
µc+(E/F ) = µc(E/F ) ≤ µc(E) < µc+(E)
contradicting to c+-stability of E. 
Proposition 3.9. Let E ∈ A be an object with v(E) = 1. The following conditions
are equivalent
(1) E is c-semistable.
(2) The HN filtration of E with respect to c− has the form E′ ⊂ E such that
v(E′) = 0 and E′, E have equal c-slopes.
(3) The HN filtration of E with respect to c+ has the form E′ ⊂ E such that
v(E′) = 1 and E′, E have equal c-slopes.
Proof. 1⇒ 2. Let E′ ⊂ E be a c−-destabilizing subobject. Let
Z(E) = −d+ ir, Z(E′) = −d′ + ir′.
Then
(d′ + c−v′)r > (d+ c−v)r′, (d′ + cv′)r ≤ (d+ cv)r′.
Taking the limits we deduce that
(d′ + cv′)r = (d+ cv)r′.
Theefore µc(E
′) = µc(E). We also obtain
v′r < vr′.
This implies v′ = 0 and therefore
µc−(E
′) = µc(E
′) = µc(E).
All this implies that there is a 2-step HN filtration E′ ⊂ E with respect to c− (or
1-step, if E is already c−-stable) and that v(E′) = 0.
2 ⇒ 1. The objects E′, E/E′ are c−-semistable and therefore c-semistable by
Lemma 3.8 (the notions of c−-semistability and c-semistability coincide for E′ as
v(E′) = 0). They have the same c-slope, so E is also c-semistable.
Equivalence of 1 and 3 is proved in the same way. 
Remark 3.10. The above result says in particular that if E is c-semistable with
v(E) = 1 then there exists the unique quotient E → E′′ such that v(E′′) = 1,
µc(E
′′) = µc(E), and E
′′ is c−-stable. Also there exists the unique subobject E′ ⊂ E
such that v(E′) = 1, µc(E
′) = µc(E), and E
′ is c+-stable.
Proposition 3.11. Let E ∈ A be a c-semistable object with v(E) = 1.
(1) Let E′ ⊂ E be a HN filtration with respect to c−. If E is c+-stable then
E/E′ is c-stable.
(2) Let E′ ⊂ E be a HN filtration with respect to c+. If E is c−-stable then E′
is c-stable.
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Proof. Let E′ ⊂ E be a HN filtration with respect to c−. Assume that E is c+-
stable. The object E′′ = E/E′ is c−-semistable and therefore also c−-stable. Let
F ⊂ E′′ be a c-destabilizing subobject and let G = E′′/F .
If v(F ) = 0 then
µc−(F ) = µc(F ) ≥ µc(E
′′) > µc−(E
′′)
that contradicts to c−-stability of E′′. If v(F ) = 1 then v(G) = 0 and
µc+(E) > µc(E) = µc(E
′′) ≥ µc(G) = µc+(G)
that contradicts to c+-stability of E.

Remark 3.12. The converse statements of the proposition seem to be false. The
proposition generalizes [28, Prop. 3.8], where the authors suppose that the category
of semistable objects E with a fixed slope and v(E) = 0 is semisimple with one
simple object.
Proposition 3.13. Let Z = −d+ ir be a stability function such that r(α) > 0 for
any 0 6= α ∈ Γ+. Let E ∈ A be an object with v(E) = 1. Then
(1) E is +∞-stable if and only if for any subobject E′ ⊂ E we have v(E′) = 0.
(2) E is −∞-stable if and only if for any subobject E′ ⊂ E we have v(E′) = 1.
Proof. Let 0 < β < α and let Z(α) = −d + ir, Z(β) = −d′ + ir′, v(α) = v,
v(β) = v′. Then µc(β) < µc(α) means
d′ + cv′
r′
<
d+ cv
r
or equivalently
c(v′r − vr′) < dr′ − d′r.
This holds for c ≫ 0 if and only if either v′r < vr′ or v′r = vr′ and d′r < dr′. In
the second case if v′ = 0 then r′ = 0 and therefore β = 0. And if v′ = 1 then r′ = r
and β = α. Both these cases are impossible. Therefore we have v′r < vr′. This is
true if and only if v′ = 0.
The above inequality holds for c≪ 0 if and only if either v′r > vr′ or v′r = vr′
and d′r < dr′. The second case is again impossible. Therefore v′r > vr′, or
equivalently v′ = 1. 
In the following example we will see that the requirement in the previous propo-
sition that r(α) > 0 for any 0 6= α ∈ Γ+ is important.
Example 3.14. LetX be a projective 3-Calabi-Yaumanifold withH1(X,OX) = 0.
Following [35] we define
DX = 〈OX ,Coh≤1(X)〉tr ⊂ D
b(Coh(X))
and
AX = 〈OX ,Coh≤1(X)[−1]〉ex ⊂ DX .
The categoryAX is the heart of a bounded t-structure on DX [35, Lemma 3.5]. The
category AX contains a full abelian subcategory A of morphisms f : V ⊗OX → F ,
where V is a finite-dimensional vector space and F ∈ Coh≤1(X). Define the map
cl : K0(DX) = K0(AX)→ Γ = H
0(X,Z)⊕H4(X,Z)⊕H6(X,Z)
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by the rule E 7→ (ch0E, ch2E, ch3 E) (note that for any E ∈ DX , ch1E = 0).
We will identify H0(X,Z) and H6(X,Z) with Z. We define the framing rank
v : Γ → Z, (v, β, n) → v. To deal with elements in H4(X,Z) we choose an ample
class ω ∈ H2(X,Z). Then for any β ∈ H4(X,Z) we have ωβ ∈ H6(X,Z) = Z. We
define a stability function Z : Γ→ C by the rule
Z(v,−β,−n) = −n+ i(ωβ + v).
Then an object E ∈ AX with v(E) = 1 is +∞-stable if and only if it is a PT
morphism, i.e. E has the form OX
f
−→ F , where F is pure of dimension 1 and
coker f is zero-dimensional.
Indeed, let cl(E) = (1,−β,−n) and assume that E is +∞-stable. An object
E ∈ AX with v(E) = 1 has a filtration E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ E such that E0, E/E1 ∈
Coh≤1[−1] and E1/E0 = OX (see [35, Lemma 3.11]). Assume that E/E1 = S[−1]
has dimension one. Then Z(E/E1) = (0,−β
′,−n′) with β′ 6= 0. Therefore
µc(E) =
c+ n
ωβ + 1
>
n′
ωβ′
= µc(E/E1)
for c≫ 0. This contradicts to +∞-stability of E. Therefore S has dimension zero.
This implies that
Ext1(E/E1, E1/E0) = Ext
1(S[−1],OX) = Ext
1(OX , S)
∨ = 0
and we can rearrange our filtration in such a way that E/E1 = 0. Then E can
be written as an object f : OX → F in A with E0 = F [−1] ⊂ E. If F is not
pure, then there exists a nonzero subsheaf S ⊂ F of dimension 0. Then, for the
object E′ = S[−1] ⊂ E we have µc(E
′) = +∞ > µc(E) and this contradicts to
+∞-stability of E. If S = coker f then S[−1] is a quotient of E, and we have seen
that this implies that S has dimension zero.
Conversely, assume that E = [OX
f
−→ F ] is a PT morphism and let E′ ⊂ E be
a proper subobject in AX . Using an argument similar to the one described above
we can show that E′ is an object in A. If v(E′) = 0 then E′ = S[−1] for the
subsheaf S ⊂ F of dimension one. Then µc(E
′) is finite and independent of c and
therefore µc(E
′) < µc(E) for c ≫ 0. If v(E
′) = 1 then E/E′ = S[−1] for a sheaf
S which is a quotient of coker f . In particular, S has dimension zero and therefore
µc(E/E
′) = +∞ > µc(E). This implies that E is +∞-stable.
Criterion of +∞-stability proved in this example clearly differs from the criterion
in Proposition 3.13. And the reason for this is that there exist nonzero objects
E ∈ AX such that r(E) = 0.
4. Wall-crossing formulas
4.1. Relations in the Hall algebra. We use the same conventions as in the
previous section. Results in this section will be formulated for the motivic Hall
algebra of the ind-constructible abelian category. But they can be also formulated
for the classical Ringel-Hall algebra of a finitary abelian category defined over a
finite field.
Definition 4.1. For any α ∈ Γ+ with v(α) = 0 define
B˜Zα = [M
sst
α →M] ∈ Ĥα,
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where Msstα is the stack of Z-semistable objects having class α. For any c ∈
R ∪ {±∞} and α ∈ Γ+ with v(α) = 1 define
A˜Zc,α = [M
sst
c,α →M] ∈ Ĥα,
where Msstc,α is the stack of Zc-semistable objects having class α. Define similarly
A˜Zc±,α ∈ Ĥα.
Remark 4.2. If we would work over the classical Ringel-Hall algebra of a finitary
category linear over a finite field, then we would define the element B˜Zα as
B˜Zα =
∑
M is Z-sst
cl(M)=α
[M ].
The above definition is just a motivic analogue of this sum.
Definition 4.3. For any µ ∈ R define
B˜Zµ =
∑
µ(α)=µ
v(α)=0
B˜Zα ∈ Ĥ.
For any c ∈ R and µ ∈ R define
A˜Zc,µ =
∑
µc(α)=µ
v(α)=1
A˜Zc,α ∈ Ĥ, A˜
Z
c±,µ =
∑
µc(α)=µ
v(α)=1
A˜Zc±,α ∈ Ĥ.
Define
A˜Z±∞ =
∑
v(α)=1
A˜Z±∞,α ∈ Ĥ.
We will omit the index Z if the stability function is clear from the context.
Remark 4.4. The element A˜Zc+,µ should not be confused with A˜
Z
c+ε,µ for 0 < ε≪ 1.
The first one is a sum over objects satisfying µc(E) = µ, while the second one is a
sum over objects satisfying µc+ε(E) = µ.
The following wall-crossing formula follows from Proposition 3.9.
Theorem 4.5. For any c ∈ R and µ ∈ R we have
A˜c,µ = B˜µA˜c−,µ = A˜c+,µB˜µ.
4.2. Relations in the quantum torus. Let Γ0 = ker(v : Γ → Z). We assume
that v : Γ→ Z is surjective and there is a canonical splitting Γ = Γ0⊕Z. Moreover
we assume that Γ+ = Γ
0
+ × N, where Γ
0
+ = Γ+ ∩ Γ
0.
Remark 4.6. Consider the element (0, 1) ∈ Γ0+ × N = Γ+. It follows from our
assumptions that there are no elements 0 < β < (0, 1). This implies that A˜Zc,(0,1) is
independent of c ∈ R (and of stability function Z). We will denote it by A˜∗.
Remark 4.7. Let T = TΓ be the motivic quantum torus and let T̂ be the completion
of T with respect to Γ+. Let T̂0 ⊂ T̂ be the subalgebra consisting of elements having
their degrees in Γ0+. We define x∗ = x
(0,1) ∈ T̂, where (0, 1) ∈ Γ0+ × N.
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Assume now that there is an algebra homomorphism
I : Ĥ → T̂
respecting the Γ-grading. We will call it the integration map (later we will deal
with several examples of such map).
Definition 4.8. For any α ∈ Γ0+ define unframed invariants
BZα = I(B˜
Z
α )/x
α ∈ V .
Define A∗ = I(A˜∗)/x∗ ∈ V . For any c ∈ R ∪ {±∞} and α ∈ Γ0+ define framed
invariants AZc,α ∈ V by
AZc,α = I(A˜
Z
c,(α,1))/I(A˜∗)x
α.
For any c ∈ R and µ ∈ R define
BZµ = I(B˜
Z
µ ) ∈ T̂
0, AZc,µ = I(A˜
Z
c,µ)/I(A˜∗) ∈ T̂
0
and analogously define AZc±,µ, A
Z
±∞ ∈ T̂
0. We will omit the index Z if the stability
function is clear from the context.
Definition 4.9. For any group homomorphism λ : Γ → Z, define the algebra
homomophism
Sλ : T̂→ T̂, x
α 7→ (−q
1
2 )λ(α)xα.
Define ν : Γ→ Z by
ν(α) = 〈α, (0, 1)〉 , α ∈ Γ.
Remark 4.10. It follows from
xα ◦ xβ = (−q
1
2 )〈α,β〉xα+β = q〈α,β〉xβ ◦ xα, α, β ∈ Γ
that for any f ∈ T̂ we have
f ◦ xβ = xβS〈−,β〉f = x
β ◦ S2〈−,β〉f.
In particular
fx∗ = S−νf ◦ x∗ = x∗ ◦ Sνf.
Theorem 4.11 (Wall-crossing formula). For any c ∈ R and µ ∈ R we have
Ac,µ = SνBµ ◦Ac−,µ = Ac+,µ ◦ S−νBµ
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.5 that
Ac,µx∗ = Bµ ◦Ac−,µx∗ = Ac+,µx∗ ◦Bµ.
Expressions in this equations can be written as follows.
Ac,µx∗ = S−νAc,µ ◦ x∗,
Bµ ◦Ac−,µx∗ = Bµ ◦ S−νAc−,µ ◦ x∗,
Ac+,µx∗ ◦Bµ = S−νAc+,µ ◦ x∗ ◦Bµ = S−νAc+,µ ◦ S−2νBµ ◦ x∗.
This implies
S−νAc,µ = Bµ ◦ S−νAc−,µ = S−νAc+,µ ◦ S−2νBµ.
Now we apply the operator Sν . 
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4.3. Uniform notation. In this section we will formulate our results using a ver-
sion of notation by Nagao and Nakajima [28]. Our wall-crossing formulas have
a particularly nice form in this notation. We will always assume that stability
functions considered in this section have the HN property.
Let Z = −d+ ir be a stability function. For any α ∈ Γ0+, c ∈ R, we have defined
invariants AZc,α, B
Z
α ∈ V .
Definition 4.12. For any α ∈ Γ0+ define the framed invariant
AZα := A
Z
−d(α),α ∈ V .
Equivalently, AZα = A
Z
c,α, where c ∈ R is such that µZc(α, 1) = 0. Define the series
AZ =
∑
α∈Γ0
+
AZαx
α ∈ T̂0.
For any a ∈ R define the new stability function
Za = Z + ar.
The corresponding slope function is given by
µZa(α) =
d(α)− ar(α)
r(α)
= µZ(α) − a.
Remark 4.13. Of course Za-stability is equivalent to Z-stability. But the series
Aa := AZ
a
depends on a. For any a ∈ R, α ∈ Γ0+ we have
AZ
a
α = A
Za
c,α = A
Z
c,α,
where c = ar(α) − d(α). Assume that r(α) > 0 for any 0 6= α ∈ Γ0+. If a ≫ 0
then c ≫ 0 and we have then AZ
a
α = A
Z
+∞,α. In the same way for a ≪ 0 we have
AZ
a
α = A
Z
−∞,α. Note that A
Z
±∞ are independent of Z by Proposition 3.13.
Our goal is to study the behavior of the series Aa = AZ
a
when we slightly shift a.
In the same way as before, we can show that for any α ∈ Γ0+ the invariant A
a+ε
α is
independent of ε if 0 < ε≪ 1. We denote it by Aa
+
α and define A
a+ =
∑
Aa
+
α x
α ∈
T̂0. In the same way we define Aa
−
α ∈ V and A
a− ∈ T̂0.
Theorem 4.14. Assume that for any 0 6= α ∈ Γ0+ we have r(α) > 0. Then for any
a ∈ R we have
Aa = SνB
Z
a ◦A
a− = Aa
+
◦ S−νB
Z
a ,
where BZa =
∑
µZ(α)=a
BZα x
α ∈ T̂0.
Proof. Applying the wall-crossing formula (see Theorem 4.11) to the stability func-
tion Za, µ = 0, and arbitrary c ∈ R, we obtain
AZ
a
c,µ = SνB
Za
µ ◦A
Za
c−,µ = A
Za
c+,µ ◦ S−νB
Za
µ .
We know that Za-stability is equivalent to Z-stability. If α ∈ Γ0+ is such that
µZa(α) = µ = 0 then
ar(α) − d(α) = 0
and therefore µZ(α) = a. This implies that we can identify B
Za
µ with B
Z
a .
We can identify AZ
a
c,µ with a summand of A
Za corresponding to those α ∈ Γ0+
that satisfy
(2) ar(α) − d(α) = c.
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The series AZ
a
c−,µ and A
Za
c+,µ also have coefficients satisfying (2). We just have
to show that stability with respect to Zac+ (resp. Z
a
c−) is equivalent to the stability
imposed in the invariants AZ
a+ε
(resp. AZ
a−ε
) for 0 < ε ≪ 1. In order to define
AZ
a+ε
α for a given α satisfying (2), we should choose b ∈ R such that µZa+ε
b
(α, 1) = 0,
or equivalently,
b = (a+ ε)r(α) − d(α) = c+ εr(α)
and then take AZ
a+ε
b,α . The corresponding stability function is Z
a+ε
b and Z
a+ε
b -
stability is equivalent to Zab -stability. We note now that 0 < εr(α)≪ 1 if 0 < ε≪ 1
and therefore Zab -stability is equivalent to Z
a
c+-stability. 
Remark 4.15. The relevance of the above wall-crossing formula is that, in contrast
to Theorem 4.11, we don’t have to get track of the changing slopes if we want to
apply our wall-crossing formula several times. This makes the wall-crossing process
much easier.
Remark 4.16. Invariants AZ
a
α contain information about all the invariants A
Z
c,α.
Indeed, given c ∈ R and α ∈ Γ0+, let a = µZc(α). Then c has the property
µZa
c
(α, 1) = 0 and therefore AZ
a
α = A
Za
c,α. On the other hand Zc-stability is equiva-
lent to Zac -stability and therefore A
Za
α = A
Za
c,α = A
Z
c,α.
Corollary 4.17. Assume that for any 0 6= α ∈ Γ0+ we have r(α) > 0. Then for
any a ∈ R we have
Aa = Sν
 ←∏
b≤a
BZb
 ◦A−∞ ◦ S−ν ( ←∏
b<a
BZb
)−1
= Sν
(
←∏
b>a
BZb
)−1
◦A+∞ ◦ S−ν
 ←∏
b≥a
BZb
 ,
where the products are taken in the decreasing order of b.
Proof. Let us prove just the first equation. It follows from Theorem 4.14 that
Aa
+
= SνB
Z
a ◦A
a− ◦ S−ν(B
Z
a )
−1.
Crossing all the walls in the interval (−∞, a] we obtain
Aa
+
= Sν
 ←∏
b≤a
BZb
 ◦A−∞ ◦ S−ν
 ←∏
b≤a
BZb
−1 .
Now we just apply Aa = Aa
+
S−ν(B
Z
a ). 
4.4. Symmetric case. In this section we will assume that the skew-symmetric
form 〈−,−〉, restricted to Γ0, is zero. This is equivalent to the assumption that
T̂0 is commutative. Note that in this case we can reconstruct the skew-symmetric
form 〈−,−〉 from ν|Γ0 by the formula
〈(α, k), (β, l)〉 = lν(α) − kν(β).
Let us slightly rewrite Theorem 4.11.
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Theorem 4.18. For any c ∈ R, µ ∈ R the following equation holds in the commu-
tative algebra T̂0
Ac+,µ = CµAc−,µ,
where the transfer series Cµ ∈ T̂0 is defined by
Cµ = SνBµ · S−νB
−1
µ = S−ν(S2νBµ/Bµ).
Remark 4.19. According to this result we just need to know the transfer series
Cµ for all µ ∈ R and either the series A−∞ or A+∞ in order to determine the
series Ac,µ for any c ∈ R and µ ∈ R. A more precise statement will be given in
Theorem 4.24.
All the results of the previous sections could be proved also for classical Hall
algebras and for the quantum torus over Q(q
1
2 ). In the following definition we need
the motivic quantum torus, as we will use its λ-ring structure.
Definition 4.20. For any µ ∈ R we define the Donaldson-Thomas invariants Ωµ =∑
µ(α)=µ Ωαx
α ∈ T̂0 by the formula
Bµ = Exp
(
Ωµ
L− 1
)
,
where Exp is the plethystic exponent on the complete λ-ring T̂0 [12, 24].
Note that
Cµ = SνBµ · S−νB
−1
µ = S−ν Exp
(
S2νΩµ − Ωµ
L− 1
)
.
Remark 4.21. It is important to note that the algebra homomorphism Sν : T̂→ T̂
is not a λ-ring homomorphism in general. Indeed, we have
Sν(ψn(x
α)) = Sν(x
nα) = (−1)nν(α)Lnν(α)/2xnα
while
ψn(Sνx
α) = ψn((−1)
ν(α)Lν(α)/2xα) = (−1)ν(α)Lnν(α)/2xnα.
On the other hand S2ν : T̂ → T̂ is a λ-ring homomorphism. Therefore, we can
interchange the operators S2ν and Exp.
Remark 4.22. Assume that for any α there exists the Euler number specialization
of Ωα ∈ V (we put L
1
2 = 1), which we denote by Ωα (these numbers are called
classical Donaldson-Thomas invariants). Then the above formula implies that there
exists the Euler number specialization of Cµ
Cµ = Sν Exp
 ∑
µ(α)=µ
ν(α)Ωαx
α
 ,
where the operator Sν is defined by Sν(x
α) = (−1)ν(α)xα.
Definition 4.23. Let c ∈ R, µ ∈ R. For any element f =
∑
α fαx
α ∈ T̂0, we define
its truncation τcµf ∈ T̂
0 by the formula
τcµf =
∑
µc(α,1)=µ
fαx
α.
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Theorem 4.24. For any c ∈ R, µ ∈ R we have
(1) Ac+,µ = τ
c
µ((C>µ)
−1A+∞),
(2) Ac−,µ = τ
c
µ(C<µA−∞),
where
C>µ =
∏
η>µ
Cη, C<µ =
∏
η<µ
Cη.
Proof. We will prove only the first statement. To simplify our notation let Dµ =
C−1µ . We will write µc(α) for µc(α, 1) if α ∈ Γ
0. The non-twisted slope function
(corresponding to the original stability function Z) still will be denoted by µ(α) for
α ∈ Γ0. Our statement says that for any 0 < α ∈ Γ0 we have
(3) Ac+,α =
∑
µc(α)<µ(α1)<···<µ(αn)
αi>0,α
′=α−
∑
αi≥0
Dα1 . . . DαnA+∞,α′ .
For any sequence (α1, . . . , αn) as in the above sum define
(4) α′k = α−
k∑
i=1
αi, 1 ≤ k ≤ n
and let ck ∈ R be the numbers uniquely determined by the condition
(5) µ(αk) = µck(α
′
k).
Note that α′k−1 = αk + α
′
k and therefore
µck(α
′
k) = µ(αk) = µck(α
′
k−1).
This implies
µck−1(α
′
k−1) = µ(αk−1) < µ(αk) = µck(α
′
k−1)
and therefore ck−1 < ck. It follows from
µc(α) < µ(α1) = µc1(α
′
1) = µc1(α)
that c < c1. Therefore
c < c1 < · · · < cn.
Conversely, let there be given such a sequence of numbers and a sequence of elements
α1, . . . , αn > 0 in Γ
0 such that α−
∑
αi ≥ 0 and such that equation (5) is satisfied,
where α′k are defined by equation (4). Then one can show that
µc(α) < µ(α1) < · · · < µ(αn).
The wall crossing formula says that for a ∈ R, µ ∈ R
Aa−,µ = Dµ · Aa+,µ.
Equivalently,
Aa−,α =
∑
0≤β≤α
µ(β)=µa(α)
DβAa+,α−β ,
where we always allow the summand corresponding to β = 0. Equation (3) is
obtained by applying this wall-crossing formula at points
c1 < · · · < cn
for all possible choices c < c1 < · · · < cn. 
The following result is a generalization of [7, Section 2.4]
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Corollary 4.25. For any c ∈ R and µ ∈ R we have
τcµ(C≤µA−∞) = τ
c
µ((C>µ)
−1A+∞).
Proof. Just note that
Ac+,µ = CµAc−,µ = Cµτ
c
µ(C<µA−∞) = τ
c
µ(C≤µA−∞).

5. Applications
5.1. Smooth models. Let Q = (Q0, Q1) be a quiver. Let w ∈ NQ0 and let Q′ be
a new quiver obtained from Q by adding one vertex ∗ and wi arrows from ∗ to i
for every i ∈ Q0. Define Γ
0 = ZQ0 and Γ = ZQ
′
0 = Γ0⊕Z. Define the framing rank
v : Γ→ Z by
v(α, α∗) = α∗, (α, α∗) ∈ Γ
0 ⊕ Z.
Let χ be the Euler-Ringel form of the quiver Q′ defined by
χ(α, β) =
∑
i∈Q′
0
αiβi −
∑
a:i→j
αiβj , α, β ∈ Γ.
We define the tits form of Q′ by T (α) = χ(α, α) and the skew symmetric form
〈−,−〉 of Q′ by
〈α, β〉 = χ(α, β) − χ(β, α), α, β ∈ Γ.
Note that the homomorphism ν from Definition 4.9 is given by
(6) ν(α) = 〈(α, 0), (0, 1)〉 =
∑
i∈Q0
wiαi = w · α, α ∈ Γ
0.
Let A be the category of Q′-representations (over C) and let the homomorphism
cl : K0(A)→ Γ be given by cl(M) = dimM , where for any representation M of Q
′
we define it dimension vector dimM by
dimM = (dimMi)i∈Q′
0
∈ Γ.
Let
H = H(A) = ⊕α∈Γ+H(A)α
be the motivic Hall algebra of A and let Ĥ be its completion. Let T̂ be the complete
motivic quantum torus of Γ. The integration map I : Ĥ → T̂ was described in
Proposition 2.13.
Given θ ∈ RQ0 , we define the corresponding stability function Z = −d + ir :
Γ→ C by
d(α, α∗) = θ · α, r(α, α∗) =
∑
i∈Q0
αi + α∗, (α, α∗) ∈ Γ = Γ
0 ⊕ Z.
For any c ∈ R let µc be the slope function corresponding to the stability function
Zc = Z − cv, i.e.
µc(α, α∗) =
θ · α+ cα∗∑
i∈Q0
αi + α∗
.
Remark 5.1. We know from Proposition 3.13 that the notions of ±∞-stability are
independent of θ. If a representation M ′ = (M,C) of Q′ is −∞-stable then for any
its proper subrepresentation N we should have v(N) = 1. But M ′ has an obvious
subrepresentation (M, 0), which implies that M = 0. This means that there is the
unique −∞-stable representation (0,C).
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Let µ ∈ R and let α ∈ NQ0 be such that µ(α) = µ. Let Mθα = M
θ(Q,α) be
the moduli stack of Z-semistable representations of Q of dimension α. The series
Bµ = B
θ
µ ∈ T̂
0 defined in 4.8 is given by
Bµ =
∑
µ(α)=µ
(−L
1
2 )T (α)[Mθα]x
α.
There is just one representation of dimension (0, 1). Therefore the invariant A∗ ∈ V
(see Definition 4.8) is given by
A∗ =
−L
1
2
L− 1
.
Let α′ = (α, 1) ∈ Γ, c = µ, and let Mθα,w =M
(θ,c+)(Q′, α′) be the moduli stack of
Zc+-stable representations of the quiver Q
′ of dimension α′. It is called the smooth
model of the moduli stackMθα in [11]. The series Ac+,µ = A
θ
c+,µ ∈ T̂ defined in 4.8
is given by (note that T (α′) = T (α) + 1− w · α)
(7) Ac+,µ = A
−1
∗
∑
µ(α)=µ
(−L
1
2 )T (α)+1−w·α[Mθα,w]x
α
= (L− 1)S−ν
∑
µ(α)=µ
(−L
1
2 )T (α)[Mθα,w]x
α.
Consider the moduli space M(θ,c
−)(Q′, α′) of Zc−-stable representations of the
quiver Q′ of dimension α′ (as before we consider c = µ and α′ = (α, 1), where
α ∈ Γ0 is such that µ(α) = µ). One can easily see that the notion of c−-stability of
representations of dimension α is equivalent to the notion of −∞-stability. There-
fore the above moduli stack is empty unless α = 0 in which case it consists of one
point. This implies I(A˜c−,µ) = A∗x∗ and therefore
(8) Ac−,µ = 1.
It follows from Theorem 4.11 that
Ac+,µ = SνBµ ◦Ac−,µ ◦ S−νB
−1
µ .
Combining this formula with eqautions (7), (8) we obtain the following result equiv-
alent to [11, Theorem 5.2]
Theorem 5.2. For any θ ∈ RQ0 , µ ∈ R, and w ∈ NQ0 we have∑
µ(α)=µ
(−L
1
2 )T (α)[Mθα,w]x
α =
1
L− 1
S2νB
θ
µ ◦ (B
θ
µ)
−1.
5.2. Quivers with potentials. Let (Q,W ) be a quiver with polynomial potential
and let wt : Q1 → N be a map such thatW is homogeneous of degree 1 with respect
to wt. Let JQ,W = CQ/(∂W ) be the corresponding Jacobian algebra.
For a given w ∈ NQ0 , we define a new quiver Q′ in the same way as before.
Potential W can be considered also as a potential on Q′. Let JQ′,W = CQ′/(∂W )
be the corresponding Jacobian algebra. We define the group Γ, bilinear forms χ
and 〈−,−〉 on Γ, stability function Z : Γ → Z (for a fixed θ ∈ RQ0), the framing
rank function v : Γ→ Z, the Hall algebra Ĥ of Q′, and the quantum torus T̂ of Q′
in the same way as before.
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Using the weight function wt : Q1 → N one can construct [25] an integration
map Ieq : Ĥeq → T̂ (which is an algebra homomorphism) from the equivariant Hall
algebra Ĥeq ⊂ Ĥ to the quantum torus. The Donaldson-Thomas series B
θ
µ, A
θ
c,µ ∈
T̂0 of the moduli spaces of representations of the Jacobian algebra are defined by
Bθµ = Ieq(B˜µ), A
θ
c,µ = Ieq(A˜c,µ)/Ieq(A˜∗),
where B˜µ, A˜c,µ are the elements in the Hall algebra of the quiver Q
′ defined in
Section 4.1. In the same way we define the elements A±∞ ∈ T̂
0 (recall that by
Proposition 3.13 they are independent of θ).
Definition 5.3. Define the universal Donaldson-Thomas series BU ∈ T̂0 to be Bθµ
for θ = 0, µ = 0.
Remark 5.4. Representations counted by BU are all possible representations of
JQ,W because the imposed stability condition is trivial and all objects are semistable.
Definition 5.5. Define the non-commutative Donaldson-Thomas invariants
AwNCDT = SνA+∞ ∈ T̂
0.
Remark 5.6. Representations counted by the invariant AwNCDT are +∞-stable rep-
resentations of JQ′,W . By Proposition 3.13 these are representations M
′ = (M,C)
such that C generates the whole representation M ′, i.e. if a subrepresentation
N ′ ⊂ M ′ satisfies v(N ′) = 1 then N ′ = M ′. Such representations were called
cyclic in [26, 33].
We can express invariants AwNCDT in terms of BU (cf. [22, Theorem 7.1]).
Proposition 5.7. We have
AwNCDT = S2νBU ◦B
−1
U .
Proof. Let θ = 0, µ = 0, and c = 0. Then Aθc−,µ = A−∞, A
θ
c+,µ = A+∞ and
Bθµ = BU . The only −∞-stable representation has dimension (0, 1) and therefore
A˜−∞ = A˜∗ and
Aθc−,µ = A−∞ = Ieq(A˜−∞)/Ieq(A˜∗) = 1.
Using the wall-crossing formula (Theorem 4.11) we obtain
A+∞ = A
θ
c+,µ = SνB
θ
µ ◦A
θ
c−,µ ◦ (S−νB
θ
µ)
−1 = SνB
θ
µ ◦ (S−νB
θ
µ)
−1
and the statement of the proposition follows. 
Remark 5.8. We have seen that for any α ∈ Γ0 we have ν(α) = w · α. The above
proposition implies that for any w ∈ NQ0 we can express AwNCDT in terms of BU .
Conversely, if we know AwNCDT for w from the standard basis of Z
Q0 , then we can
reconstruct BU and therefore also A
w
NCDT for arbitrary w.
Remark 5.9. It follows from [25, Thorem 5.5] (which is a version of the result of
Reineke [30]) that, for arbitrary θ ∈ RQ0 and µ ∈ R, we can reconstruct Bθµ from
BU in a quite explicit way. On the other hand, by the previous proposition we can
reconstruct A+∞ from BU (and A−∞ = 1, as we have seen). But if we know B
θ
µ for
all µ ∈ R then using the wall-crossing formula (Theorem 4.11) we can move from
A−∞ (or A+∞) to A
θ
c,µ (see Theorem 4.24 in the symmetric case or Corollary 4.17
in general). This means that we can also reconstruct the series Aθc,µ from BU for
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an arbitrary stability parameter θ ∈ RQ0 , arbitrary parameter c ∈ R and arbitrary
slope µ ∈ R. This is why we call the series BU universal.
Let us give now a couple of examples, where we can explicitly compute BU (and
therefore also Aθc,µ according to Remark 5.9). The following result was proved in
[2].
Theorem 5.10 (Example: C3). Let Q be a quiver with one vertex and three loops
x, y, z. Let W = xyz − xzy. Then
BU = Exp
 L2
L− 1
∑
n≥1
xn
 .
The following result will be proved in [23]
Theorem 5.11 (Example: Conifold). Let Q be a quiver with vertices 1, 2 and
arrows a1, a2 : 1→ 2, b1, b2 : 2→ 1. Let W = a1b1a2b2 − a1b2a2b1. Then
BU = Exp
 (L+ L2)x1x2 − L 12 (x1 + x2)
L− 1
∑
n≥0
(x1x2)
n
 .
Remark 5.12. Using Definition 4.20 we can express motivic Donaldson-Thomas
invariants of the Jacobian algebra JQ,W as∑
α∈N2
Ωαx
α =
(
(L+ L2)x1x2 − L
1
2 (x1 + x2)
)∑
n≥0
(x1x2)
n.
In particular Ωα ∈ Z[L
1
2 ] and Ωα(−L
1
2 ) ∈ N[L
1
2 ]. The author expects that the
property Ωα(−L
1
2 ) ∈ N[L±
1
2 ] should hold for a broad class of symmetric quivers
with potentials. This property for symmetric quivers with the trivial potential was
conjectured by Kontsevich and Soibelman [21] and was proved by Efimov [10].
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